
2020 CHENIN BLANCTower 15 winery
ABOUT OUR CHENIN BLANC
Our Tower 15, 2020 Chenin Blanc is versatile in style and highlighted by bright acidity, proving to be a wine for every occasion. The small quantity of 
grapes are sustainably farmed and sourced from Jurassic Park Vineyard, producing a textured wine with abundant minerality and exotic fruit. The 
grapes for this wine were hand picked and gently pressed into a small stainless steel tank. After 2 day of settling, the juice was racked off its lees into 
a second tank and then barreled into 100% stainless steel barrels. Once fermantation began, the barrels were stirred daily with a concerted effort to 
keep the temperature below 68°F. When fermentation completed, the drums were self-topped via gravity. This wine continued to age in stainless 
steel barrels for 120 days. 

WINEMAKER NOTES
It shows nuanced layers of citrus peel, peach, and wet stone that remain light-bodied with crisp ripe acidity and spice hinting towards applesauce 
flavors.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
•         VINEYARD(S) : Jurassic Park Vineyard
•         FARMING : Ssustainable (SIP Certified)
•         ABV : 11.5%
•         AVA : Santa Ynez Valley 
•         VARIETALS : 100% Chenin Blanc
•         HARVEST DATE : September 14, 2020
•         BRIX AT HARVEST : 19.1
•         pH AT HARVEST :  3.35
•         PRODUCTION : 36 Cases
•         FIRST VINTAGE : 2016

ABOUT TOWER 15 WINERY
To produce powerful, small lot, nuanced wines.
Tower 15 Winery produces limited bottlings of bold, inspired, varietally-driven wines with grapes purchased from small, family-owned vineyards across 
California’s Central Coast. Our vineyard partners share our commitment to the region, as well as our values for healthy and sustainable farming. From 
the Central Coast wine-growing region, we are able to source a wide range of high-quality grape varieties resulting in an unprecedented diversity of bot-
tlings for Tower 15. Our customers are able to expand their passport of wine drinking, experiencing diverse and scarce wines typically associated with 
the wine-growing regions of Europe, all in one sitting. Each Tower 15 wine presents an expert balance of power and nuance. 


